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On My Mind ,.,
State of the Agency

In the t\\'o vears since I became NIMA's Director, I have seen

astoundin,s change in the world, in our country and in our Agency.

The feelings and emotions are mixed-considerable tragedy and

frustration, as well as great excitement and pride. But this two-year

milestone provides an opportunity for both reflectron and analysis-by

iooking back and reviewing NIMA's notable accomplishments as well

as our remaining challenges.

hen I first arrived at NIMA, I
thought it was essential that
all members of the work force

knew why they were here, what they
were doing and wh1 they were impor-
tant. The standup of NIMA, integrating
dissimilar imagery and mapping cultures
and functions, made employees question

whether their unique contributions would
be properly appreciated. So ue codified
our core values: our conimitment to our

customers, people. cullttre and excel-

lence in our "Statement of Strategic

Intent." \\re det-lned our mission: /o
proticle tirnelt. relevartt artd accurate
geospctrial irtrelliqettt'e t GEOINT)-in
srtpport o-t'ttcttiorta! secrtrin' in a way that

is clear. focused and speaks to everyone.

Our vision statement-Krtotl the Eorth.
Shotl the lI ar---<aptures both the

expertise. anahtical abilitl' and body of
knowledge that resides in this tremen-

dous institution (Kttort tlte Earth) and

the activist, operationallr' focused piece

(Show the Wat 1.

NIMA is a tratts;fonttctriottol Agency.

When I joined NIN{A. I u'orked to
realign our organization to meet the

priorities, needs and demands of the new

century. I believe that Now, Next, After-
Next continues to be the appropriate
organizing principle. We are continuing
to respond to our current analysis and

production demands (Now), champion-
ing and completing a complex set of
major investments to move to the Next
level of the National System for
Geospatial Intelligence (NSGI) and

forging the After-Next environment by

driving the technology and inserting it
rapidly. Despite some line-tuning-we
recently stood up the Source and

Strategic Transformation Directorates-
our organizational structure has stood
the test of time.

How Far We've Gome

It is easl to du'ell on the u'ar1s. We are

far from 100 percent of where I believe
NIMA can and should be. We must

acknowledge our shortfalls and work
even harder to overcome them. But by
standing back and measuring how far we
have come. we can have a better idea of
where we have yet to go. When we look
at the totality of our work, NIMA can be

proud of our many accomplishments.

" G eospatial intelligence " has entered
the lexicon. Some of our progress cannot
be measured in empirical terms. By
working together and communicating
with one voice, we have helped to make

thebuzz words and slogans surrounding
the term geospatial intelligence more
common and, therefore, more widely
recognized, understood and accepted:

. "Geospatial intelligence is the

exploitation and analysis of imagery
and geospatial information to
describe, assess and visually depict
physical features and geographically
referenced activities on Earth."

. "Geospatitil intelligence is infbrma-
tion about any object-natural or
manmade-that can be observed or
referenced to the earth."

. "Geospatial intelligence provides
the foundational'Klowledge Map. "'

. And m1 personal l-avorite:

"Without GEOINT, you're lostl"

These catchy phrases have helped to
elucidate what we do-this layering
business, the intelligence preparation of
the battlefield and our ability to provide
the ubiquitous knowledge base over
which other forms of information and

intelligence can be overlaid. This
emerging concept of geospatial intelli-
gence is catching on within our own
Agency as well as within the wider
Intelligence Community (IC).

NIMA's Customer Focus

The monumental events of the last two
years have served to accelerate our
translormational trends. most promi-
nently, our focus on our customers. We
participated in the immediate response

to the attacks on the World Trade Center
and Pentagon. We continue to provide
unique geospatial support in protecting
our homeland. Our products and

services have proven invaluable to the
war fighter during Operation Enduring
Freedom (OEF) and Operation Iraqi
Freedom (OIF).

I continue to receive calls. letters and

e-mails from customers thanking NIMA
for our crucial support during OIF. I
accept that gratitude and praise on behalf
of every member of the NIMA work

continued on page 4
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State of the Agency
continued from page 3

force-military and civilian, government
and contractor-including our NIMA
Suppotl Teams deployed around

Washington, D.C., the nation and the

world. Air Force Brig. Gen. Mike Lee,

our former Military Executive, should be

placed in NIMA's hall of heroes for
leading NIMA's whole approach of
forward deploying our representatives

out into the desert, doing their thing-
moving into Baghdad with the 3'd

Infantry Division, for example.

OIF demonstrated that commercial
imagery is growing as a major source for
NIMA's provision of geospatial intelli-
gence. When the 12'h Air Defense

Artillery needed to know the soil and

moisture content so it could deploy
heavy equipment in the An Nasiriyah
area, commercial multispectral imagery
was used to discern the wet areas.

Our airborne cells went operational just

before the onset of hostilities and proved

that National Technical Means (NTM)
and airborne are better together than

separately. Our Airborne Analysis Cell
( AAC ) integrated real-time imagery

from theater with NIMA's knowledge
base and our Airborne Target Cell
(ATC) provided precision coordinates

for targets.

NIMA is also supporting Iraq's post-

war recovery and reconstruction by
providing geospatial intelligence for
mapping minefields, supporting humani-

tarian relief operations and identifying
infrastructure damage.

Where We Are Going

The superb job NIMA has performed

during OIF has established a benchmark

we will have to at least match in anY

future such contingency. I am confident
that we are up to the task:

. We must continue to confront our

start-up challenges from the mun-

dane (eg. outdated infrastructure) to

the more intangible. For examPle,
we must demonstrate to our work
force that we can simultaneouslY

nurture and advance their distinct

tradecraft and skill sets while
promoting GEOINT as a separate

intelligence discipline. Our strength
is our diversity.

. We must continue to work with our

industry partners, through the

GeoScout and Enterprise Engineer
ing contracts, to ensure that we can

deliver the next-generation NSGI
architecture.

. We must continue to show real

leadership in executing the Future

Imagery Architecture (FIA) effort
so we can continue to improve our
imaging capabilities for our
customers.

. We must continue to exploit all
forms of imagery. The money we
are now putting into commercial
imagerl attests to our progress in

becoming more holistic about the

multiplicity of our sources.

. We must continue to champion
multi-intelligence collaboration.

. We must continue to take care of our

deployed people, especially the

increasing number overseas.

Some of the challenges NIMA faces we

share with the rest of the IC, which
now-metaphorically speaking-has not

one but two "elephants in its living
room." The Defense Department i.s the

elephant we have always had. The

second and new elephant, the Depart-

ment of Homeland Security, has not fully
come to life. But once it does and gets

organized, galvanizes itself and begins to

understand its real information needs, we

will all have to watch out.

NGA: Testament to GEOINT's
Compelling Power

Assuming Congress approves the

Defense Authorization Bill this fall,
which includes the language for our
name change, and the President signs the

bill, we will become the National
Geospatial-Intelligence Agency (NGA).
I have carefully considered all aspects of
this step, including the facts that we have

achieved considerable name recognition
as NIMA and some expense will be

involved in making the change. How-

ever, I strongly believe the advantages

outweigh the disadvantages. We have a
new discipline-geospatial intelli gence-
to promote. Changing our name will be

an important part of the process to help
educate our many customers and publics
as to who we are and what we do. This
change also lies to rest our legacy names

and missions, further enabling our
transformation and our future. Nothing is

more transformational than the congru-

ence of our mission and our name. I
believe it to be in the best interest of the

Agency.

People Are Our Number
One Treasure

Throughout my 40-year career in the

IC, it has always been my conviction that

my responsibility as a leader is to
motivate people's intellects-to care

about their brains. That is why our
"Statement of Strategic Intent" stipulates

our commitment to our people: "their
personal integrity, professionalism,
growth, leadership and accountability."
As Director of NIMA. my ultimate
challenge is to fi-eure out how to moti-
vate each and every member of the work
force. What is their professional interest?

Whal lr ill get them up every morning to
brave the traffic and come to work?
Taking care of people, motivating them,

making their professional lives the best

they can be, and doing right by them-
that is my commitment.

I am given new reasons every day to be

inordinately proud of the men and

women who make up the NIMA work
force and the extraordinary contribution
they make to their country. I am excited
to be part of this amazing Agency and of
these extraordinary times.

6,w
JAMES R. CLAPPER. JR.

Lieutenant General, USAF (Ret.)

Director
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Agency Comes of Age as NGA
By Tom Cooke

ith the signrng of the fiscal
100-{ Delen.e .\uthorizrtion
Bill. \L\1.\ u'i1l officiallr,

change its name to the National
Geospatial-Intel li-sence Agency (NGA).
This name change is more than cosmetic;
it represents the latest in a series of
major steps to provide the nation's war
fi-uhters and senior policy-makers with
the best intelligence available to support
decision making.

NIMA was created in 1996 to address

challenges identified within the Intelli-
gence Community (IC) following the
demise of the Soviet Union and the 1991

Persian Gulf War. Specifically, the IC
recognized the value of bringing together
the geospatial and imagery analysis

disciplines within one agency. By
merging the various inherent tradecrafts,
NIMA would be able to produce a totally
new intelligence product-geospatial
intelligence, or GEOINT-to provide
customers a more complete visualization
of geographically referenced areas on the

Earth.

Integrating NIMA's diverse analytic
tradecrafts (cartography, geospatial

analysis. imagery analysis. mrrine
analysis, aeronautical analysis, regional
ana11'sis and geodesl'). however, has

proved to be a compler undenaking. Part

of the challenge has been residual ties to

NIIv{A's lormer legacl organizations. As

the 2000 \I\l \ Comnrission Repon
clearly recognized. \I\l\ coniinues to
grapple with merging ts o disparate

cultures: ima-uer1 ana1l sis and the

traditional mapping. charting and

geodesy proces\es. Thc\c sroup5 remain

concerned that n.rergin-v iheir areas of
expertise might somehou result in
limiting the superlative support their
customers have come to expect. As a
consequence, these cultures have

remained protective of their traditional
production capabilities and customer

base. Indeed. even the name of the

Agency-the National Imagery and

Mapping Agency-maintained a distinc-
tion between the two cultures, implying
their functions remain separate.

The tra-sic events of
Sept. I l. 2001.
followed by the

requirement to
suppoft impending
military operations in
Afghanistan and Iraq,
provided NIMA the
impetus to overcome
these challenges. With
NIMA providing
assistance to home-
land security require-
ments and supporting
combat operations
during both Operation
Enduring Freedom
(OEF) and Operation
Iraqi Freedom (OIF),
innovation and

thinking "outside the

box" were the order of
the day. Analysts
collaborated in unique
ways, using emerging
technology to develop
specialized geospatial
intelligence products for a diverse and

growing customer base. NIMA capital-
ized on this opportunity to jump-start its
transformation effort ; senior leadership
completely reassessed the Agency's
intemal and extemal coordination
practices and developed totallv neu'
business processes-all r.r ithin an

environment of national emergency and

combat operational suppofi .

The accolades NIMA has received for
its homeland security, OEF and OIF
support confirm that its transformation is
on track. With new capabilities, from
specialized three-dimensional city
graphics to animated "fly-throughs,"
NIMA was a force multiplier that
helped shorten military operations
and save lives.

Our customers understand. and more
importantly, now demand geospatial
intelligence as a critical part of their
intelligence preparation of the battle
space. The fusing of our respective

now demand as a critical part of their intelligence preparation of
the battle space.

Geospatial intelligence provides an integrated view that customers

tradecrafts, each offering its unique
strengths, is part of a continuing transfor-
mation process. Changing our name to
NGA reflects the ongoing transformation
of our core capability to support the
nation's u'ar fighters and senior policy-
makers r"'ith geospatial intelligence.

About the Author

Deputy Chief of Public Affairs Tom

Cooke is a retired Army intelligence
officer who served as a strategic

analyst in several
major U.S. and
NATO commands.
During 0peration
Desert Storm, he

was a plans offrcer
with the xvlll
Airborne Corps.
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Source Directorate
lnaugurated

IMA's new Source Operations

and Management Directorate
lS ) is responsible lor acquiring.

managing and delivering imagery and

other source data and information to the

National System for Geospatial Intelli-
gence (NSGI).

Two main challenges prompted the

transformation to "NIMA Source" from
the Central Imagery Tasking Office
(CITO). First, the information needs of
NIMA customers grow more sophisti-
cated even as the time needed to make

decisions continues to shrink. Second,

the increasingly complex and capable

array ofcollection assets requires new

management approaches.

NIMA Source's response to those

challenges is to integrate the available
government and commercial (space-

based and airborne) assets into the NSGI
while aggressively leveraging the entire

imaging frequency spectrum. As the

functional manager for source opera-

tions. NIMA Source will ensure a

common vision and set priorities to
provide integrated multi-source manage-

ment. NIMA Source strategies and

services are designed to support the

geospatial intelligence analytical
process.

The new directorate builds on a rich
legacy of successful predecessors: the

Committee for Imagery Requirements

and Exploitation
(COMIREX),
Central Imagery
Office (CIO) and

Central Imagery
Tasking Office
(crro).
At a ribbon

cutting in July,
Source Director
Robert Cardillo welcomed former CITO
veterans as well as NIMA Source

employees, thanking them for their hard

work and dedication. NIMA Director
retired Air Force Lt. Gen. James R.

Clapper Jr. called the change a '!pro-

found and important signal" and spoke

of NIMA's critical role during Operation
Iraqi Freedom and its ability to test the

concept\ oi inlegrating reconnaissance

assets.

Guest speaker Charlie Allen, Assistant

Director of Central Intelligence/Collec-
tion, attributed NIMA's successful

operations in Iraq to its collaborative
environment. He also focused on the

need for horizontal integration, with
systems "beyond anything we have

today" that will help avoid war by
enabling NIMA and its partners to "give
the warning and send it early." Establish-

ing Source as a line directorate "is great

testimony for what NIMA is and where

NIMA is going u ith its mission partners

Cutting the ribbon for the Source Operations and Managemenl
Directorate (S), from left, are NIMA Director retired Air Force Lt. Gen'

lames R. Clapper lr., Assistant Director of Central Intelligence/Collection
Charlie Allen and S Director Robert Cardillo.

in the future," he said. "You have a great

legacy, but you also have a great future."

-SrppaNrr, AenrHuN

Photo by Doug Allen

NIMA Has Five Line
Organizations

With the standup of the Source Manage-

ment and Operations Directorate, NIMA

now has five line organizations. The others

are the Acquisition (A), Analysis and

Prodtrctiott r Pl attd InnoVi.sion tl1 Direc-

torates, and the Strategic Transformation

OJfice (T). The Director established T in

March 2003 to provide single-point

accottntability for Agency-wide activities

inroh'ittg strategic objectives. The office

nranage5 pe(ormance against stralegy at

the corporate level by leading planning

eflort s. e nte rprise a rchit ect u re and

engineering, and pro gram analysis,

eval ual ion and inl e Srol ion.

New Military Executive Appointed
ir Force Brig. Gen. Dale C.

Waters was appointed Military
Executive (MX) of NIMA,

effective Sept. 2. He succeeds retiring
MX Air Force Brig. Gen. Mike Lee. MX
provides executive leadership for
NIMA's military operations and suppott

to the services and unified commands. It
also manages NIMA's active and reserve

duty military personnel.

A command pilot with over 3,400

hours in the F-11 1A/F. F-15E, F-15C, T-
37 and T-38. Waters commanded the

363rd Air Expeditionary Wing, Prince

Sultan Air Base, Saudi Arabia, befbre

coming to NIMA. Before that he was

vice commander, Headquar-ters 5'h Air
Force, Yokota Air Base, Japan.

Waters has served as a squadron

weapons officer, flight commander,

operations officer and instructor pilot in
fighter units within the United States and

United Kingdom. He commanded the F-

1l I Fighter Weapons School and has

served as deputy commandant of the

U.S. Air Force Weapons School. He was

also the senior military advisor to the

Assistant Secretary of State for
European and Canadian Affairs.

Waters eamed his Bachelor of Science

degree from the Air Force Academy in
1975. He earned a master's in political
science from
Auburn Univer-
sity in 1987 and a

master's in
national security
studies from the

National War
College in 1 995.
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Precision Engagement Relies on
Geospatial lntelligence

By Robent S, Zitz

ourtesy of 24-hour news
channels. information about
world events now flows into our

living rooms as it happens. When you
see satellite and airborne imagery of hot
spots in near real time, think "geospatial
intelligence."

A combination of geospatial informa-
tion and imagery intelligence, geospatial
intelligence allows decision makers to
view the geographical context of their
situation, visualize national security
events as they unfold, and "see" possible
outcomes as a situation develops.

The world is witnessing the use of an

impressive array of American war-
fighting techniques and tools: precision-
guided munitions, persistent surveillance
provided by unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs), high-resolution images of
denied areas, a robust Global Positioning
System (GPS) and advanced digital
visualization tools.

In the aftermath of the attacks of Sept.

11,200I, the Department of Defense and

Intelligence Community are re-thinking
the tenets of nationai security. To
address the myriad national security
challenges of today and tomonow,
NIMA is transforming. The heart of this
transformation is the concept of
geospatial intelligence: the exploitation
and analysis of imagery and geospatial
information to describe. assess and

visually depict physical features and

geographically referenced activities on
Earth.

NIMA has re-evaluated its approach to
business. re-doubled its efforts toward
collaboration with partners, and acceler-
ated efforts to improve its capabilities.
Geospatial intelligence is integral to, and

in some cases leads, the broader transfor-
mation and advance of our partners and

customers toward full information
dominance.

A weapons loader prepares a GBU-31 joint direct attctck munition (JDAM) for a mission at a
forward-deployed location during Operation lraqi Freedom. The war's success depended on
the use of smart bombs like the IDAM, which coincided with deployed targeting and accuracy
improvements enabled b1r NIMA.

tJ.S. Atu Fatce phato by Stoff Sgt. lessica

NIMA Support ls Expanding

NIMA has a core responsibility to
deliver precise coordinates that enable
munitions to strike effectively. Com-
manders, intelligence officers and
targeteers require timely and accurate
knowledge of their targets, predictive
assessments of the adversary's inten-
tions, and the ability to visualize the
battle space in detail. Aircrews. muni-
tions and fuel handlers, mission plan-
ners-even weapon developers and

builders-all rely on NIMA products and

services.

Beyond current applications, the
revolution in military affairs continues to
rage in the domain of precise
"geopositioning." The military services
and weapon developers design and base

their future capabilities on levels of
precision that are increasingly demand-
ing and resource intensive. As the
guidance and control of future munitions
becomes more sophisticated, the accu-
racy of NIMA products and services

must keep pace. How is NIMA stepping
up to the future challenges? NIMA is
aggressively examining a variety of new
data sources: multi and hyperspectral
imagery, multi-intelligence (multi-INT),
new applications of traditional imagery
and radar-based High-Resolution Terrain
Information (HRTD.

NIMA leads in the horizontal integra-
tion of intelligence disciplines, develop-
ing new concepts of operation and

working with customers to meet future
challenges. NIMA is embracing new
collection platforms, leveraging technol-
ogy and partnering with the military
ser-vices and commands, intelligence
agencies and commercial vendors to
expand horizons and capabilities.

Strike Dynamics Have Changed

Operation Iraqi Freedom showed that
targeting has improved substantially
since Operation Desert Storm-the first
military operation to employ a large

. 
continued on page 8
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Precision Engagement Relres on Geospatial lntelligence
cantinued from page 7

quantity of precision-guided munitions.
Laser-guided munitions, which require a

human in the loop (and at risk), provided

the greatest precision in I 991 . Aircrews
relied on precision coordinates to find
targets quickly while flying in a hostile

environment. The Defense Mapping
Agency, a predecessor of today's NIMA,
provided nearly 1 00 percent of the target

coordinates for Desert Storm.

Twelve yezrs later, NIMA continues to

provide the foundation for precision

engagement but in a very different way

and for a greatly improved lamily of
precision weapons. The Agency still
provides "reach-back" support to
combatant commanders for target

mensuration (geolocation), but in the

intervening decade, technology and

accompanying concepts of operation

have changed the face of the precision

strike. Deployed forces now have the

capability to derive coordinates with
much greater accuracy in their own
target shops. During Iraqi Freedom, the

U.S. Central Command (CENTCOM)

and its federated producers provided

nearly 80 persent of the coordinates for
precision weapons.

NIMA enabled deployed targeting with
simultaneous accuracy improvements,
which have coincided with the advent of
a revolutionary new family of Coordi-

nate Seeking Weapons (CSWs). These

advancenrents changed the dynamics of
the precision strike.

CENTCOM is one of the first combat-

ant commands to become a "certified"
producer of mensurated data for CSWs.

NIMA provides this geospatial assurance

as part of its ta.rgeting role. The Agency

also provides a validation process for
mensuration tools to insure that the tools

the commands and services use perform

as intended and can support modern

precision-strike weapons. In direct

support to commanders, NIMA has

established an Air Targeting Ce1l (ATC)

that works with theater assets to derive

coordinates for targets of opportunity. To

generate these coordinates, the ATC
quickly registers tactical imagery,
received via live feed, to positioning

databases.

I ntegrated lnformation
ls Coming

On the future battlefield. thousands of
CSWs will be employed in a single day,

Providing precise positioning informa-
tion for each of these weapons will far

exceed NIMA's curent capabilities. It
will require the integration of all manner

of commercial, airborne/UAV and

national satellite-imagery collection
capabilities.

The first phase in NIMA's long-term
strategy is to support the increasing

demands of fielded targeting systems for
accuracy, quantity and timeliness. The

development and integration of image

processing and correlation technologies

is under way to fully realize the potential

of organic sensors. These technologies

include automating the registration
(alignment) of images to one another or

to a digital elevation model, automating

triangulation (positioning) processes,

generating synthetic images from HRTI,
and developing mathematical models

and registration capabilities for tactical

sensor video.

NIMA is also improving the accuracy

of products and services that support

CSW employment. Research has

demonstrated that modifying techniques

used in imagery triangulation signifi-
cantly improves the accuracy of target-

ing support data. NIMA has initiated
studies designed to re-triangulate legacy

imagery as new imagery collection

occurs. This research will significantly
reduce production and dissemi nation

timelines by updating support data

immediately, thus allowing legacy

targeting products to become as accurate

as the most recenl collection.

With the expansion of UAV missions

to include situational awareness and

targeting on demand, it has become

necessary to exploit still and video
imagery quickly and accurately. Intelli-
gence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance
(ISR) systems in theater now do not
provide metadata (data sets) that allow
mensuration of precise location directly
fiom their imagery. The best accuracy

that can be achieved on operational,

stand-alone svstems equates to an enor
for some weapons.

NIMA i. uctirelr exploring two
possible solutions to this problem. The

first involves the direct improvement of
the UAV navigational parameters. This

solution would allow UAV imagery to

be expioited independently by improving
its supporting metadata. The second

involves the registration of UAV
imagery to a highly accurate base of
existing imagery, NIMA's Digital Point
Positioning Database (DPPDB). The

NIMA-sponsored Gridlock Advanced
Concept Technology Demonstration
(ACTD) employs registration techniques

that allow the most recent tactical
imagery to have the same intrinsic
positional accuracy as DPPDB.

Why Geospatial lntelligence ls Key

Superior, timely knowledge of the environment and the adversary is ke1 to giving U.S. decision makers

ancl military forces the home-fiekl advantage, even in distant foreign lands. Because geospatial intelli'

gence is prirnarily about obtaining knowledge of the phl,sical and cultural aspecls of the global securitl

environment-as well as disceming the capabilities and intentions of potential adversaries-it is at the

heart of intelligence analysis. This fom of analysis is ke1' to Intelligence Preparation of the Battle space

(IPB) activities that commanclers and their staffs use Jor operations planning and execution. Geospatial

intelligence provides the Joundation upon which all other intelligence rests.

It reduces uncertaintl, by providing a knotvledge advantage in time for a decision to be made or an

action to be taken to advance or protect national interests.

NIMA, along with its partners, is responsible for ueating and delivering geospatial intelligence that

empo\)ers decision makers to think visuall:- as they quickllt sile up a situation and act decisively'
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Targeting has improved over the decades, from World War II, when 1,500 sorties were flown to hit one target, f o Operation Iraqi Freedom, when
one sortie was flown to hit 16 torgets. Despite this dramatic improvement in efficiency and precision., future requirements far exceed NIMA's
current capabilities.

Moving Targets Pose
Challenges

The capability to detect, identify, track,
precisely locate and attack moving
targets in al1 environments (e.g. deserl,
rain forest or urban area) may be the

toughest problem of the future. It
involves identifying the target type, past

locations and cunent activities leading to
a predictive analysis of operations. Such
dynamic target characterization will
depend on seamlessiy registered imag-
ery, including multi-spectral imagery
(MSI) collected by manned and un-
manned airbome systems and commer-
cial satellites. However. MSI alone is not

sufficient because it lacks the resolution
for precise geopositioning.

Integrating sensor data that spans the
electromagnetic spectrum provides a

potential solution to this difficult

challenge. NIMA continues to develop
synthetic and interferrometric airborne
radar exploitation technologies to create

HRTI. In several demonstrations under
way the HRTI created is of a higher
quality than traditional Digital Tenain
Elevation Data (DTED@) for both bare
land and reflective surfaces. The
improved absolute accuracy of HRTI
supports the precise geopositioning of
targets detected, identified and tracked

through spectral sensors. Data fusion
capitalizes on the inherent strengths of
multiple phenomena and enables

detection, identification and determining
precise target locations.

Sensor-to-Shooter
Timeline To Be Cut

In addition to accuracy improvements.
NIMA has partnered with the Assistant

Secretary of Defense for Command,
Control. Communications and Intelli-
gence (ASD C3I) to shorten the sensor-

to-shooter timeline. Global Net-Centric
Surveillance and Targeting (GNCST or
"Guncoast") is a key initiative funded by
ASD C3I and NIMA to provide a proof
of concept for shortening the sensor-to-
shooter timeline through "upstream"
agent-based identi lication. registration
and fusion of multi-INT data streams.

GNCST automates the ability to mine
multiple intelligence, surveillance and

reconnaissance sources in near real-time,
saving analysts and targeteers valuable
time and delivering increased target
confidence and positive target identifica-
tion. GNCST is a federated effofi. with
NIMA serving as the community
program manager, in close coordination
with ASD C3I, the Intelligence Commu-
nity and Defense Department.

continued from page 10
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Frecision EngagemenL Relies on Geospatial lntelligence
continued fram page I

NIMA lnvolved in Acquisitions

NIMA is actively involved in the

acquisition process to ensure end-to-end
coordination and support for emerging
systems of the military services. NIMA
investigates all major defense acquisition
programs and assists with the definition
and articulation of their geospatial
intelligence dependencies-to include
precision engagement. Early and

continuous involvement in the defense

acquisition process allows NIMA to
assess targeting system dependencies
and plan the research, development and
production that will be needed. NIMA's
interaction with the acquisition commu-
nity includes liaison with the Deputy
Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisi-
tion Technology and Logistics (AT&L),
service program managers, program
executive officers and warfare labs.
NIMA has deployed personnel at key
loca(ions where ueapons are developed
to work with the system developers.

At the highest level, NIMA's
InnoVision Director is a member of and

special advisor to the Defense Acquisi-
tion Board (DAB) for all systems with
geosparial information requirements.
Leading up to each DAB meeting,
NIMA representatives work with system
developers across the Defense Depart-
ment and military services in developing
intelligence support plans. NIMA
Support Team (NST) personnel are also
deployed at customer sites to assist in the
development of future system needs as

well as provide support in using today's
products.

As standard products evolve to a
concept of geospatial intelligence online,
NIMA's data types and serr ices are

changing. Raster products such as

scanned maps are giving way to "smart"
vector products that contain relevant
information about each feature. NIMA's
support to targeting in the future will
likewise evolve to provide an ever-
expanding set of information. It is no
longer enough to provide a precise
location. Information about a target in
the context ol planned or ongoing
operations is essential. A complete
understanding of what a target is, w/zl it
is there. and how it came to be is
essential to situational awareness.

Inlormation about target properties is
equally important lor weaponeering.

Conclusion

Precision engagement is key to our
nation's war-fighting capabilities and

requires a multitude of capabilities to
work together to be successful. NIMA
provides the geospatial intelligence
framework and knorvledge map that
enables multiple organizations to
successfully employ advanced weapons.
Precision engagement, like many war-
fighting concepts, is a complex problem
that is greatly aided by the visualization
inherent in geospatial intelligence. War-
fighting capabilities today represent
quantum improvements achieved in the
last decade because NIMA and its
partners have improved geopositioning
products and processes that support the
navigation technologies of the munitions.

About the Author
Robert Zitz is Director
of NIMA's lnnoVrsron
Directorate (l). The

directorate forecasts
future needs and
develops comprehen-
sive technology

initiatives based on intelligence trends,
technology advances and emerging
customer and partner concepts. Zrtz
also contributed an article to the July-
August ISR Journal, "Precision Weapons
on Target: Geospatial lntelligence from
NIMA Helps War Fighters Take Aim."

As a result of these improvements, our
aircrews now employ CSWs that put
them at less risk.

The future of precision engagement
requires that we continue to invest in
technology and concepts that address
greater accuracy, a more difficult target
set and compressed timelines. This
research will involve fusing multipie
sensors and techniques to allow precise
targeting of increasingly difficult
challenges on the battlefield-detecting,
identiff ing. precisel.v locating and

attrcking tsrgrtr in all enr ironmenls.
NIMA has risen to these chailenges
through research, systems development
and the development of operational
concepts. Further, NIMA has established
crucial partnerships with cunent users,

the acquisition community and develop-
ers. Precision engagement will continue
to rely on geospatial intelligence as this
exciting new discipline evolves from
what it is now to what it will become
next to what it will become "after next."
stll tuneal

Geospatial lntelligence ls Revolutionary

Revolutionary developments in three key areas enabled the convergence ofthe imagery and geospatial tradecrafts: cLdvanced remote
sensing, precision geopositioning and digital information processittg. These leap-ahead technologies allow data to be moved and
manipulated interchangeably between imagery products and maps and charts, blurring the distinctions between the two product catego-
ries. Geospatial vector data sets, consisting of points, lines and polygons that portray such things as roads and,jurisdictional borders, can
be orthorectified (placed in context) to update maps rapidll. Similarly, digital imagerl^ "chips" may be inset on a digital map to provide
additional detail of highly localized events or recent changes. With the advent of geographic information systems, digital databases,
rather than venerable paper maps and charts, are becoming the key medium for recording, organizing and vtsualizing geospatially
referenced information, whether derived from imagery or other source data. These digital technologies provide the common currency that
makes possible the convergence of imagery and geospatial processes and tool sets within the discipline of geospatial intelligence. By
combining these critical pieces, NIMA creates tmique knowledge that is not available by anlr other means.
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Mission Expands for National Geospatlal
lntelligence School
By Maj. Keith Kr^ueger'

ith its mission to facilitate
NIMA's work-force transfor-
mation. the National

Geospatial Intelligence School (NGS) is
a critical sub-component of the Agency's
transformation.

In the fiscal yearjust ending, the
School trained 6,619 civilian and

military personnel in residence, while
1,900 received training from a mobile
team.

Part of NIMA's Training and Doctrine
Directorate (TD), NGS has transformed
its cur:riculum to teach geospatial

intelligence, which replaces separate

programs in imagery and geospatial

analysis. The School has also initiated
training in support of homeland security.

NGS introduced the all-digital class-
room for its new Geospatial Intelligence
Training Program at Fort Belvoir, Va. in
July. Training in St. Louis is scheduled
to begin in September. Eventually, NGS

will transform eight classrooms in the
Washington, D.C. area to an all-digital
environment and two in St. Louis. Each

class will have 20 students for the 22-

week course.

The program uses the new SIRIUS
system, which replicates the Integrated
Exploitation Capability (IEC), NIMA' s

first acquisition of a large information
system that relies on current and emerg-
ing commercial off-the-shelf (COTS)
technology. However, SIRIUS is a self-
contained network, which lends itself to
a training environment.

SIRIUS is also the backbone for the
new Community Imagery Analysis
Course tCIACtfor military imagery
analysts. An 11-week mid-level course,

CIAC will be offered four times per year

until 2005 when it doubles to eight
offerings annually.

Transformation initiatives in the

School's Depaftment of Military
Training (DMT) reflect requirements
from Operations Iraqi Freedom and

Enduring Freedom. Changes include new

F

systems and software, but
of greater note, a marked
increase in personnel
throughput. The Army
terrain analyst specialty
baseline will increase
threefold from current
levels in the next two
years. DMT is moving to
a remodeled, state-of-the-
arr lacility at Forl Belvoir
next April to comply
with the projected course
load.

Mobile training
surpassed previous
record training opportu-
nities by the end of the
third quarter offiscal 2003. In the last
quarter, NGS teams concentrated efforts
across the U.S. European Command,
where they spent four weeks in England
and Germany training military and

civilian personnel from the Army, Air
Force and joint commands and con-
ducted direct liaison with allied nations.
In many cases, this was deferred train-
ing, because many commands were fully
occupied and could not host training
during combat operations. In other cases,

NGS personnel pushed forward to
provide critical just-in-time training.
These efforts both supporled operational
commands and allowed lessons

learned to be captured and incorporated
in lesson plans and written doctrine.
NGS personnel also prepared civil affairs
units for long-term deployments in
suppofi of the war on terrorism. Upcom-
ing training missions will be to the

Pacific and Southern Commands and to
Army topographic battalions in Hawaii
and Fort Bragg, N.C.

Although the smallest department in
NGS, Homeland Security (HLS) has

uncovered a critical customer base that
will likely expand significantly in the
near term. On a daily basis NGS gets

inquiries from different federal, state and

local agencies for support and direction,

The retiring commander of the National Geospatial Intdligence
School, Army CoI. Robert T. Slusar (Left) greets his successor, Army
Col. leffrey LaMoe, and his wife, Kathi.

as they become aware of the benefits of
geospatial intelligence. HLS has also
provided training to members of the U.S.
Northern Command (NORTHCOM)
through courses offered at NGS or on
location.

In July Army Col. Jeffrey LaMoe
assumed command of NGS, arriving from
Fort Leonard Wood, Mo., where he was
Director of Military Training. The NGS
work force is evenly split between
military, government and contract
employees. This cohesive, customer-based
group is fully focused on providing quality
technical training in geospatial intelli-
gence and will continue to lead the charge
towards transformation at all of its
campuses and through mobile training. To
leam more, visit NIMA's Web page at
www.nima.mil/td/ngs.

About the Author

An Army engineer, Maj. Keith Krueger
joined NIMA's Training and Doctrine

Directorate last year.
He is the operations
and budgeting officer
for the National
Geos pati al I nte I I i gence
School.
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A Lmnk mb Saddam's Mapping FacillEies
By Lt. Col. John Kedan and Stacy Jackson

appin-q and survef ing opera-
tions have resumed in
Baghdad. The situation was

anything but normal last April 30,

however. On that day. NIMA and the

United Kingdom Defence Geographic
and Imagery Intelligence Agency
(DGIA) sent us on a joint patrol to assess

the slate of Iraq's two muin survey
organizations. Our agencies wanted to
see what would need to be done to get
either of them back to work. To our
knowledge, this was the first joint patrol
by DGIA and NIMA personnel.

The intent was simple-to visit the
sites, meet anyone still working there,

and make a written assessment.

We first went to the Iraqi Survey
Commission, responsible for civilian
mapping in lraq. Located in an old police
barracks. the Commission had been the

subject of looting and arson. rvith much
of its equipment missing or destroyed.
We met with the Commission's director
general and toured the site-a veritable
museum of pre-digital equipment and
practices. Employees had sensibly
removed records to their homes for the
duration of the war. Staff had begun
cleaning up without pay, but with
determination and pride.

Next we visited the Ministry of
Defence Survey Department. No one
was at work there, which was hardly
surprising, as the military had gone
home. Fires there had been severe, and
the destruction was complete, again
caused by arson, not bombs. The map
depot was knee-deep in warm ash and

the roofs perilously close to collapse.
Little was to be gained there. until. on
walking out into the open. we fbund a

laLge amntunititrn dunt: O. -f i ()ilr-l

shelis ia1 against an inhr'oile i lr-:ll.:-.:.
with worried adults concerned i.1blrlli

explosion. Children l'"'ere plal in_e anong
the shells.

We spent a long lour hours waiting
until the local U.S. headquarters decided
what to do, passing the time talking with
Iraqis about life under Saddam Hussein.
We met a man who had spent 

.l 
3 years in

an Iranian prisoner-of-war camp and
returned to Iraq in 2000 only to be
tortured and left unemployable and
without fingernails. Then there was an

Iraqi colonel who had been to the British
Army Officer Academy at Sandhurst and
proudly produced his graduation booklet.
There u as I Shiite cleric promising
peace. a man whose two uncles had been
executed under the re-uime and many
men and women lookin-e for work. Most
movingly we met the young children
who now have a chance of growing up
in a better Iraq. We are glad to report
that, two days later, a U.S. military
convoy removed the shells, with the
assistance of locals.

NIMA and DGIA work well alongside
each other. with stafT in the field often
working closely as we have proved
worked during Operation Iraqi Freedom.
Both agencies are learning the impor-
tance of deploying tbrward to support
the war tighter we hope we can
erchrn3e our experiences to improve
this still further.

Since our visit. the Office of Recon-
struction and Humanitarian Assistance
tORHAT hr: been r,rorking to ger

funding or donated equipment and
arran-se tlaining to give the Iraqi Survey
Commission a limited capability to start
again. Srrrr eyors are preparing to stcrl
work on projects to help rebuild lraq,
and etlorts are also under way to
catalogue the information that personnel
retained in their homes. Also, the
dedicated staffis getting paid again.

Photos bt Lt. CoL. John Kr:clat

The joint patrol sets out fo assess the state of lraq's survey organizations. Standing Icenter) is
Stocy lackson.
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Iraqi Survev Cctmntis sion.
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Flying along Route 66

Ae ronatfi ic al pub lic ations, while

demanding, are not without humor, and

the ayiators and those who support them

oftenfind humor in odd places. This was

certainly the case when NIMA assisted

the Air Force in setting up airspace and

airway routing within aformer enemy's

borders.

Aitways are usuaLly designated by

letter; for example, A14 ("Alpha 14"),
Bl0 ("Brato 10") and so on. High-level
airways take on a U.for "upper" so Al4
becomes UAI4. This was not to be the

case in lraq, where the newest aitway
crossing the country from lran to Syria

is not a letter but a designation from
American folklore : Route 66.

RTE66 is a footnote to an effort in

which NIMA aeronauticaL analysts

worked long hours with Air Force

commanders in the U.S. Central

Command (CENTCOM) to implement a

new airspace structure over lraq. Iraq
had released NIMA's most recent

ae ronautic al information pub lic ation

in 1990.

To meet the needs of American military
and civilian aviators, not to mention

international civilian airline and relief
o rganiz.ations, the International Civil
Aviation Organiz.ation ( ICAO ) allow ed

promulgatittn of a new aeronautical

information publication (AIP) for Iraq
by CENTCOM on an interim basis. The

new- airways and related aeronauticaL

information and procedures contained in

the AIP are now available to the public
in NIMA Flight Information Publictttions
(FLIP) and their digital counterpart, the

Digital Aeronautical F Iight Information
File (DAFIF).

Esrabli.shing rule.s of the air. alrways

and procedLLres Jbr approaches and

landing for an entire country in a matter

of months was no small undertaking.

Already the effort is having a direct
impact on the restoration of lraq's
economy. For example, In August,

NIMA's shipping office learned that

FedEx was beginning service to

Baghdad, withfeeder flights from Dubai
three time,s a week.

*Dlnnru Ptcaronn

.'ra*
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NATIONAL IMAGERY AND MAPPING AGENCY

rt

Young Prolessionuls Networlt

including the MMA transformation;

council and the orientation program l

for new employees. The Network is :

a diverse group. with memberr

representing nearll every lacet ol'

NIMA culture.

- Kogt tt .loutvsotv

Young Professionals Build Bridges

flhe NIMA Young Professionals

I N.t*ork INYPN; war born

from an off-site, where senior

leaders discussed characteristics of

each generation and training to

bridge the generation gap.

Conceived by a young training

manager as a way to address

generational issues within the

Agency. NYPN has become I
grassroots effort of both govern-

ment and contractor employees in

the Washington, D.C. area.

NYPN is intended to help bring

the work f.orce together, create an

interface between MMA's
management and its young

professionals, exchange ideas and

reinlorce NIMA culture.

A unique dynamic ol this group is

there is no one leader, or rather,

every individual contributes to the

leadership of NYPN. The Network

is comprised of committees that

address communications, events

planning. volunteerism and liaison

opportunities within the Agency.

These collaborations loster a spirit

of teamwork and give every

member an oppornrnity to shine.

Speakers discuss Agency

initiatives at NYPN meetings. In

this informal setting members find
it easier to ask questionr and gain a

better understanding of issues

impofiant to the Agency.

"I think it's great that folks from

management take the time to help

us understand what's going on at

the Agency and how it's relevant to

us," one of the members remarked.

General body meetings are open

to all NIMA employees. NYPN

events also include networking

lunches. after-work socials and

desktop discussions. The NYPN

newsletter welcomes articles.

NYPN members paflicipare in a

variety of Agency programs

Focusing on lmage Guality
N l lMA s arnrral lmaqe Gua ity

I \ u."r. confenencJ focused

on cunrent crisis-related activities

and how NIMA and its customens

can wonk togethen to ensune

imageny quality. The event in

Chantllly, Va. July 9-13 dnew some

200 panticipants fnom military and

civilian imagery organizations. The

first two days wene dedicated to
tnainrng, with thnee days devoted

to pnesentations.

In his third appeanance at the

confenence, Dr^. John Stopher,

professional staff memben of the

House Penmanent Select

Commiftee on Intelligence tHPSCI)

said the Bush administnation is

putting mone emphasis on

intelligence. The new fiscal year is

NIMA s'irst chance "to expeni-

ence the plus-up of funds devoted

to intelligence," he said. Other'

speakers included NIMA Deputy

Dinector Joanne lsham and NIMA

Acquisrtion Dinecton Jaan Loger.

Presenting or^ganizations included

the U.S. Str ategic and Pacific

Commands.

A Commercial and Crvil lmageny

Panel convened to discuss use of

commercial and civrl imageny

withrn lhe national security

community. Pane{ membens

representing NASA, NIMA and

academic interests ed the

discussion.

The nine tnaining counses

covened multiple sensors and

products, as well as intnoductions

to image quality fundamentals and

applications. ln all, 64 students

wene tnained fnom vanious parts oj

the Inlelligence Community, unified

and specified Commands, and

militany service intelligence

centens. The Synthetic Apentune

Badan Technical Applical'ons

Cenler' ISARTAC] and Natio"al

Geospatial lntelligence College
joined NIMA's lmage Guality and

LJh rtty Pnoqram Off ce rn conduct-

ing the main ng.

NIMA exn o ied ts lmage Gual ty

Certif catron Proq:am I GCP] and

the newly revised Sof;cooy Gualty

Assunance Process ISGAP]. These

ane specif c pnograms designed -ro

ensune that quality s mainta ned

at user sites that work with NIMA-

supplied imageny and systems.
Daru cipat on in these pnogra'ns is

open to all imageny usens.

Participants also br^owsed

thnough eight demonstrations

duning a vendon's social, including

the latest software fon NIMA's

Integrated Exploitation Capabil ty.

-Dawr Grnvaru

PhoLo l:j'Tonv Boon-.

Mark Sclttrltz addresses a meeting on the
substtrface frontier.

wth NIMA's needs Topics nanged

fnom hypenspectral ima geny

analysis, imageny-gu ded thenapy

for pr^ecision surgeny within the

human body, charactenization of

deeply buried objects and

progness in vrsually undenslanding

undenground fealunes and

pnocesses.

CenSSlS uses a unified, multl-

disciplinary appnoach lhat
combines expentise in wave

physics, senson engrneenrng,

image processing and invense

scattering with |igonous perfor'-

mance testing to cneate new

sensing system prototypes that
ane ffansitioned to 14 industny

pantnens for funther development.

-FoerRr BR oegs

, Looking Below
the Surface
The subsurlace frontien was t^e

II sub.ect ol a neer- ng A-9. 2'
between NIMA and the Centen for
Subsu-face Se^si.g and l.raging

Systems [CenSSlS]. A National

Science Fourdation Eng nee- ng

Feseanch Ce-ter, CenSSlS is

dedicated to revolut on zing

existing science and lechno ogy

for detecting and imaging

oiomedical pnocesses and objecrs

or conditions Lhar are under-

gnound, undenwaten or^ embedded

in the human body. Pamela

Knause of NIMA's Frontiens Office

is a member of the CenSSlS

Screntif ic Advisony Boand.

ln open ng remanks, NIMA Office

of Conponate Relations Dir^ector'

Mank Schu tz discussed the

evolving mean ng of geospatial

intelligence and il-e n-any ban'ens

and obstacles fon N MA to

overcome i^ tu'i lir-g ts resoonsi-

bilities to both the Defense

Depantment and Intell gence

Community.

CenSSlS Dinector Dn. Michael

Silevitch led a CenSSlS

multidisciplinany team n presenta-

tions on enduning hand problems

and challenges, and neseanch the

Centen is conducting that aligns
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lT Consolidation
Str-eamlines Services
l\ | IMA's conso idation of

I \ i'rfornution rechnorogy ard
infonmation senvices fl T,/lSl

contnacts will impnove deliveny and

lowen costs, once a multi-phase

ffansition is completed. lt will also
"provide tremendous opDoftunit es

for NI|VA and oun customers,"

says Dr. Roy J. Combs, Drnector of

the Geospatial- ntelligence

Technical Service D neclorale [GT]

Consoiidatron of NIMA's

Operalrons and Suslainment

[0&S] contracis under NJVC is

"an important advance n NIMA's

re ationship with its lT,/lS

contnactons," says NJVC genenal

managen Peter^ G. O'Neill. "lt

nepresenls an integrated
partnership of contnactons and

govennment thal will signif icantly

impnove communication,

management and, most of all,

senvices to NIMA and its

customeTS."

Fecognizing the impontance of

the achievement, NIMA Dinector'

retired Lt. Gen. James R. Clappen

Jn, pnesented the Menitorious Unit

award to the 0&S contnact

consolidation team, which is

compnised of both government

and contnacton pensonnel.

The consolidation of lT,zlS

contracls-the N4 u lti-Systems

Maintenance Senvices tN/ISMSl

Lightyean ll and lnlelligence

Infonmation Processing and

Pnoduction fl 2 P2l contnacts-into
lhe NJVC lT,/lS contnact pulls

together on one team BAE

Systems, General Dynamrcs,

Lockheed Martin and Raytheon.

"The effont is three years ahead

of schedule and already payrng

dividends," Combs sa d. ''The

consolrdation has cneated a single

team to be[ren coor^d nate and

stalf o-l' oerardir^g a-d g-ow ng

lT nfraslructure needs."

Team NJVC's expanded

responsibililies include systems

opena[ ons, entenprise services,

softwane administnation,

handware maintenance, and

license and inventony manage-

ment. According to O'Neill, the

move will greatly impnove 0&S

accountability, pnovide greaten

technical depth of contnactor"

nesouTces and lowen total 0&S

costs to NIMA by reducing

staffing redundancies and taking

advantage of other efficiencies.

The NJVC consolidation
"pnomotes mignation to common

tools, pr ocesses and pnocedunes,

and we have a greater degnee of

flexibility in the or^ganization and

the contnact stnuctune to deal

with challenges as we move

forward," 0'Neill said.

At the heart of the consolidation

decision was NIMA's desine to
lransform the entenprise

infnaslnucture and move to the
"most efficienl organization"

outlined in pnevious studies.

-Davrn Bnruxs
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Tom Sapienza obserues performance test results for Ring 1 of the St.
Louis lfetropo]itan Area,Ye/r.r'ork vthile a contractor phones an off-
site counterpart to make equipment adjustments. The new network
supports the needs of imagery anallrsts for more bandwidth.

Phctlct br Chuck Cooper

lAs Gain Bandwidth
Q andwidth increased '1 6 times
Llwith the activation of a

telecommunications netwonk that
supports the incneasing needs of

imagery analysts for more
bandwidth. IMore bandwidth-the

nange of consecutive fnequencies

compnising a band-allows mone

data to be transmitted simulta-

neously.J

The new St. Louis lvletnopolitan

Anea Network [MAN] pnovides

high-speed, high-volume conmuni-

cations between NIMA sites in the

St. Louis area and also serves as

an access point to NllVlA libraries

in the Washington, D.C. anea.

Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of

Staff Instnuction [CJCSI]

6211.O24, issued in 1996,
mandated that the Defense

Information Systems Network

IDISN] be "r'obust, adaptive and

reliable by employing netwonk and

confi gunalron management, drverse

routing and autoratic nenouting

featunes." DISN is the Defense

Depantment's consolidated

wor'ldwide networ k for supponting

militany operations.

In implementing the Sc, Louis

MAN, the Defense lnformation

Systems Agency IDISA] chose to

leverage light-wave [fiber optic]

technology to provide usens with

high reliability and sunvivability and

diminish single points of failune for
cnitical communications.

The St. Louis MAN is the finst

Synchronous 0ptical Netwonk

IS0NET]-based ning implementa-

tion fon DISA. SONET is the
pneferned long-haul telecommuni-

cations tnansport of major

carriens in the United States and

elsewher^e.

The St. Louis IVAN is comprised

of two nings with a combined

bandwidth capacity to suppoft an

additional 300-450 imagery

analysts.

NIMA engineers are curnently

wonking with DISA counterparts to
broaden the capacity even mone.

-Tov Saprrnza aruo Rauov Monrno

Band 3 Employees Are Leaders, Too
l\ I lNlA believes eve'y emoloyee

I \.un lead and nf rence. ,.y
officials of NIMA's School of

Leadenship and Professional

Studies [SLPS]. Backing up these

wonds, the School completed its

inaugunal offening of "Pneparing

for the Challenge IPFC]," a two-

week leader ship counse fon Band

3 employees. n July. Band 3 is
equivalent to GS 1 1-1 2 in the cjvil

service. Twenty employees from

thnoughout the Agency completed

the counse.

One of a series of courses

designed to fosten and develop a

NIMA-wide leadership cultur^e,

PFC teaches the same leadenship

behavions NIMA expects from

senion leaders. The course

introduces James Kouzes' and

Barny Posner's "leadenship

challenge" pr inciples as the NIMA

model. In anothen segment,

presented by the Tom Petens Co.,

the class studies leadership

practices of America's best,

including Abnaham Lincoln, Mantin

Luther King Jr^. and chief executive

officers who created thniving

companies. Team building is also

part of the course,

One participant said the PFC not

only gave hen tools to become a

betler leader, but a betler person.

In c osing nemanks at gradua-

tion, NIMA Deputy Dinector

Joanne lsham encounaged the

class to exercise its leadenship

skills and become pant of the

NiMA "momenlum," NIMA no

longer has lo "neach out to the

Intelligence Community," she said
"Now the lntelligence Community

reaches out to us,"

St, Louis is hosting the second

offening of PFC in September.

-Lz SHeRvntl
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Come see NIMA's Operotions Cenier of the Future combining

visuolizolion ond understonding of Geospoliol-lntelligence with

odvonced iechnologies lo moke oclionoble informotion

iniuilively occessible lo decision-mokers. All on disploy in the

exhibit hqll. Demonstrotions by NIMA's Geospotiol lntelli-

gence AdvoncemeniTestbed (GIAT) will be Oct. 15-l6th.
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The Foundation for Security - A $ymposium

NIMA Seniors will participate in the first annual

industry.sponsored Geospatial lntelligence Symposium.

NIMA leadens discuss the future of Geospatial lntelligence

and how the agency will transform oven the next 1 0 years

to meel evolving rntelligence requirements

SYMP0SI U M r-1lcl-tLIGHTS:
. Meet with industry leaders responsible for programs,

systems, organizations and initiatives that are
transforming military strategy and national policy

Hear National leaders discuss their views on

homeland security issues, including:
. Mn Char'lie Allen, CIA
. Lt Gen Edward Andenson IUS NORTHCOM]
. The Honorable Steve Cambone
. Lt Gen James R. Clappen Jn, USAF tFet.l, NIMA
. Chainman Ponten Goss
. Mn. Rich Haver
. Senator J. Robent Kenney
. Mr: Mar^k Lowenthal, CIA
. The Honorable Tom Ridge flnvited]

Network with attendees from both government and

industry - many of whom are on the front line bringing
freedom to others, or working on the homefront
protecting our nation today

This symposium will help fosler" coopenation and openness

be[ween govennment, militany, and the private secton

It will also encounage the development and advancement

of the Geospatial lntelligence tradecnaft,

Fon mone information go to


